INTERDISCIPLINARY GRADUATE SCHOOL
SOLVING GLOBAL CHALLENGES THE INTERDISCIPLINARY WAY
IGS DEVELOPMENT SERIES (IGS-DS)
WED I 10AM - 12NN I IGS SEMINAR ROOM

30 AUG
Career Management & Job Search Strategies
by Mr Clement Ong
- Overview of Current World of Work/Job Market
- Benefits of Career Management
- Overview of Job Search Strategies and Process
- Employment Iceberg

22 NOV
Relevance of IP in Research
by Dr Jack Cheng
- What is IP
- IP Surveillance
- IP Monitoring (Market Analysis, Collaboration Exploration)
- IP Commercialisation

27 SEP
Patents
by Dr Jack Cheng
- What is a Patent?
- How to read a Patent?
- Invention Preparation
- Importance of Avoiding Patent Infringement
- Designing around Patent Commercialisation

25 OCT
Cover Letter/Resume Writing & Interview Skills
by Mr Clement Ong
- What is a resume/cover letter and the importance of it
- Stages of an Interview
- Dos & Don’ts of an Interview
- Body Language